
BEST BOARDING KENNEL 
 

LIABILITY RELEASE 
 

THIS RELEASE WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT THROUGH DECEMBER 31st 
 
Boarding can be a very exciting and pleasant experience for your pet.  It can also be 
stressful.  To eliminate as much of this stress as possible, we suggest that you make 
your check-in as short as possible.  If you are stressed your pet will sense that and 
reflect your demeanor. 
 
At the checking in you will be asked to complete the below release.  Feel free to 
download a copy and read/fill out in advance making the process easier upon your 
arrival. 
 
First and foremost, the safety and well being of your pet(s) is our highest 
importance.  Insuring that your pet remains safe and well cared for is our first 
responsibility and as such we take it very seriously.  
 
FACILITY WAIVER 
 
As owner of _____________________________, I understand Best Boarding Kennel and it’s 
owners, employees and independent contractors will exercise due care to protect 
the health and safety of my pet while in their care for boarding and/or grooming.  I 
understand the concept of my pet interacting with the staff and as always, with the 
interaction of animals there is a chance of injury.  I assume all risk of injury to my 
pet while in the hands of Best Boarding Kennel, so long as reasonable care is taken 
to prevent any unnecessary injury, death or loss.  By using Best Boarding Kennel, I 
agree not to file legal charges against Best Boarding Kennel, owner’s, employees or 
independent contractors for any injury, death or loss of my pet.  I hereby waive and 
release Best Boarding Kennel, owners, employees or independent contractors from 
any and all liability of any nature for injury , death or loss of my pet  resulting from 
Best Boarding Kennel’s actions or on the grounds or surrounding area of Best 
Boarding Kennel.  
 

 
 
DOGS HEALTH 
 
 
I represent that ____________________________, is in good health and is fully vaccinated for 
required immunizations.  I understand canine cough is a common and highly 
contagious respiratory disease.  Unfortunately, it is impossible to entirely safeguard 
against canine cough.  Even after being vaccinated, dogs may still acquire canine 
cough (although usually a less severe form than they would have otherwise).  The 



virus can incubate for up to two weeks, meaning that dogs who appear perfectly 
healthy during their stay may be carrying one of the viruses that cause a problem.  
The vaccination cannot protect your dog from all the illnesses that contribute to 
canine cough, but we require all dogs to be vaccinated against the most common 
strains. 
 
Important Points 

• canine cough has an incubation period of between two and ten days.  That 
means even a healthy looking dog today could come down with canine cough 
in a week. 

• dogs can get canine cough even if they have been vaccinated against it 
• canine cough can be contracted anywhere dogs are in close proximity to one 

another 
I am aware that, even though my dog has been vaccinated against the virus that is no 
guarantee they will not contract a strain of the disease.  By initializing below, I 
release Best Boarding Kennel from any liability for any veterinarian medical care 
arising from suspected canine cough infections. 
 

 
ABANDONMENT 
 
 
I understand that if no contact is made with Best Boarding Kennel within 14 days of 
stated pickup date, __________________________ will become the property of Jennifer 
Whitby Best/Best Boarding Kennel 
 

 
GROOMING 
 
 
Due care will be taken with ____________________________ for his/her safety and the 
groomers safety.  If it is necessary for the safety of the pet and the groomer, muzzles, 
leads, slings, straps etc. will be humanely used and are acceptable. 
 
I am aware that if ____________________________ does not respond to the groomer and 
remain still during the grooming procedure accidents can happen, such as nicks 
from clippers/scissor or nail trimming, etc. 
 
I assume all liabilities, financial or otherwise for the behavior of my pet relating to 
the care, control, health and/or safety arising during services preformed by the 
groomer or Best Boarding Kennel Owners, employees or independent contractors. 
 
 

Printed name                                                                                            Signature and Date   
 


